
Как смотреть фильмы на английском 

 

Hello! Watching movies in English improves your listening skill. This way you learn 

some interesting phrases and words, so you expand your vocabulary as well. But how to 

watch movies properly? I'll tell you about it from my point of view. 

So, there are 3 variants to watch movies in English: 

1. Without subtitles. 

2. With subtitls in your native language. 

3. With subtitles in English. 

Let's try to compare these ways. 

1. Watching without subtitles. 

It's a very good variant for Upper Intermidiate and Advanced learners. If you just start 

to learn English, it'll be pretty difficult for you. When we watch a movie without subtitles 

we're completely focusing on it. Subtitles don't disturb us. Once again it's very good for 

people who have a medium level of English and higher. 

2. Watching with subtitles in your language. 

It's very good for those who begin to learn English. And I'd like you to watch cartoons in 

English. As a rule cartoons' vocabulary is more easy and clear. More over cartoons are 

very interesting nowadays and that's fun to watch them. 

And when you watch a movie with subtitles in your language, try not to look at them too 

much.  I remember, when I watched movies this way, in some period of time my 

watching transformed into reading subtitles. And I just read, but didn't watch a movie. 

So keep it in mind, don't be addicted to subtitles too much. Try to understand characters 

without them. 

3. Watching with subtitles in English. 

A really good variant. This way you can understand a movie better, looking at subtitles. 

Especially if you watch some American film. American English is not so clear to 

understand. Subtitles in English help you very much. You listen to a phrase and then 
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you look at its spelling. It helps you to remember the phrase much better. So use this 

way, it's very useful. 

In conclusion, guys, I'd like to say, if you just start to learn English, watch movies with 

subtitles in your language. As time passes try to use them not so often. And 

eventually you should avoid subtitles at all or use subtitles in English. This way you'll 

improve your listening skill sooner. Don't fucus on reading of subtitles too much. 

Keep learning English and good luck! 

 


